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“Forget it, Lan Yi, I’ll spare you this time, next time you dare to commit a crime at my hands, then I’ll
modify my rudeness.”

“Yes yes yes, thank you for not killing me.”Lan Yi busily nodded his head.

Omi flew off the stage of life and death.

The crowd of onlookers saw Omi actually let Lan Yi go, they all thought Omi was quite generous, after
all, this was a life and death duel, even if he didn’t let it go, there was no harm.

After Omi jumped off the life and death platform, he was about to leave.

In the distant sky, a figure flew in at great speed.

Someone had recognized it and shouted, “Senior Lantin is here.”

Everyone was busy looking, and sure enough, Lantin stepped on a flying sword and landed on the
platform of life and death in the blink of an eye.

Lan Ding had just gotten the news and immediately arrived.

Lan Yi saw his family predecessor coming and was delighted inside.

“Grandpa Ding, you’re here.”Lan Yi was busy, complaining a bit inside, why didn’t he come earlier, if he
had, he wouldn’t have had to kneel down and beg for forgiveness to Omi, now all his face was
disgraced.Lan Yi remembered just kneeling to Omi, extremely unhappy inside, this matter might even
become his demon in the future. The first website m.kanshu8.net

Now that the senior of his family was here, it was Omi who should be begging for mercy, so Lan Yi’s
heart was different again from when he had just begged for mercy.

Lan Yi was busy saying, “Grandpa Ding, Omi has finally appeared, kill him quickly.”

Omi looked at Lan Yi, his eyes full of anger.

Unexpectedly, just now when he begged for forgiveness a mouthful, now Lan Ding came, it was
another mouthful.

Mu Qianji raged, “Lan Yi, are you still not human, just now you kneeled down and begged for
forgiveness before my husband spared you, I didn’t expect that you would turn around and actually,
what a white-eyed wolf.”

Lan Yi snorted, “Bitch, you Hugh’s nonsense, it was just now, it’s now, forced me to kneel, do you want
me to be grateful to Omi.”



“Who forced you to kneel, you’re the one who was dying to beg for mercy and kneel, I didn’t expect
you to be this kind of person.”Mu Qianji’s lungs were about to explode.

The crowd of onlookers also felt that Lan Yi was shameless, but they didn’t dare to say anything.

Lan Yi was busy saying to Lan Ding, “Grandpa Ding, kill Omi, then, abort the bitch’s belly, although the
bitch is no longer pure, I’m still quite interested, hahaha.”

Omi looked at Lan Yi with cold eyes, this time, Omi would never be soft.

Lantin looked at Omi, “Omi, you’ve finally appeared, did you think the limelight has passed, so you
dared to come out and move around.”

“So what if I am.”Omi said coldly.

“Omi, this time, are you still planning to threaten me with your identity?Tell me, what’s your origin,
tell me, let’s see if I’m still intimidated by you.”

Omi said, “I have no origin, last time at the Sunken House, I was scaring you, are you satisfied?”

“Huh? Playing some kind of trick on me again?”

“I don’t want to play any tricks today, what do you want?”

“Hahaha, you heard Lan Yi’s request just now, he wants me to kill you and then knock out the seed in
the bitch’s stomach, then bring the bitch back to be disposed of by Lan Yi.”

Omi gritted his teeth and said, “You dare.”

“Unfortunately, you won’t have the chance to see if I dare, because, when I did this, you were already
under the nine springs when Lan Yi played with Mu Qianji.”

“Randin, don’t you dare force me.”

“Force you, you are not worthy of it yet, and I will now give you another chance to prove that you are
indeed quite

Noble, otherwise, I’ll have to do it.”

Omi said disdainfully, “You’re not qualified for me to prove it to you yet.”

“Do you think, if you say such words now, I will still scruple you?”

Omi’s heart was filled with sneers, what a death sentence.

Just as Omi was about to strike, a laugh came from not far away, “Hahaha, hahaha.”

Everyone immediately looked towards the place where the sound came from.

So did Lan Ding and Lan Yi.

When Randin and Lan Yi saw the person, their faces changed.



Lan Yi inwardly said, “Isn’t this Yu Mo from the auction house?”

Randin was also inwardly startled, “What is Senior Yu Mo doing here?”

Whether it was Lan Ding or Lan Yi, both knew very well who Yu Mo was, Yu Mo was sent by a certain
family in the Four Seas to manage the auction site in the First Sea, and usually Yu Mo wouldn’t
interfere in any First Sea matters at all.

Lan Ding was busy paying his respects, “Junior Lan Ding, meet Senior Yu Mo.”

Yu Mo looked at Lan Ding and said, “You’re the second strongest person in the One Heavy Sea Lan
Family, Lan Ding, right.”

“Exactly.”

“You just asked Omi if there’s any proof of his identity.”

“Uh.”

“Let me prove it for him, Omi he really doesn’t care to prove it to you because his identity is
mysterious and you really aren’t qualified to know his identity yet.”

“Ah, how is that possible.”

“Whether you believe it or not is up to you.”Yu Mo looked at Omi and said, “Omi, although I know that
you might be coming from a big place, but you’re out to practice, and if you don’t restrain yourself, you
can easily get into trouble.”

Yu Mo thought that Omi was about to be killed by Landing, so he appeared in time to stop him, which
was considered helping Omi.Unfortunately, how could he know that his worry was unnecessary.

Omi said, “Anyways, thanks to Senior for taking action, however, I didn’t take Landing into
consideration.In fact, if you hadn’t suddenly appeared and disturbed me, I would have made my move
on Lanting by now, and your disturbance has allowed Lanting and Lan Yi to live for a few more tens of
seconds.”

“You.”Yu Mo was a little depressed at Omi’s arrogance.

Yu Mo snorted, “Omi, you’re a Spiritual Harmony 5th stage and the other party is a YuanYing 4th stage,
I was afraid that you would be killed before I came out to stop you, but I didn’t expect you to be so
ungrateful.”

“Senior’s saving grace, senior is grateful, but senior has really misunderstood me, what I just said is
true, I didn’t mean to be ungrateful.Lantin District is a YuanYing fourth stage, and senior has never put
it in his eyes.”

“Omi, don’t you dare speak out of your mouth, last time at the Incense House, he threatened you and
you still looked uncomfortable, why are you so unconcerned with him now.”

Omi smiled, “God has a good life, last time I just wanted to spare him first, after all, before I came out,
my family had instructed me not to kill people recklessly.And so, I can’t tolerate it anymore, because
some people are really too deadly.I didn’t want to swat a weak mosquito to death, but unfortunately
that mosquito kept biting me.”



“Your family?”

“Oh, my family, that’s who even Yun De would kneel down and call me a servant.”

Yu Mo’s face changed, Omi’s family, what level was he?So strong, if even Yun De would have to kneel
down and claim his servant, wouldn’t he have to kneel down even more to claim his servant, what
exactly was Omi’s origin.

Omi wasn’t deliberately pretending to compare at the moment, but because, he had to give Yu Mo an
appearance of having a great origin, so that when he showed his intermediate and superior magic
weapon later on, only then would others be more scrupulous, only then would they be more afraid to
hit Omi’s magic weapon.
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